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Abstract
Since Thomas Addison first reported adrenal insufficiency in the 19th century till nowadays still this entity shows challenging scenarios and recurrently reported as missed cases diagnosed retrograde after substantial delay. This is due to the wide variety and non-specific manifestations such as fatigue, malaise, loss of energy, loss of appetite and even occasionally present with mood disorders. Also there are exceptions for cardinal features of adrenal insufficiency such as absent pigmentation in secondary and some primary cases of Adrenal Insufficiency (A.I) and the cosyntropin test may give normal response if done early in secondary A.I. So in this article there is extensive literature review of the adrenal insufficiency covering a wide spectrum of areas starting from physiology back ground till the management lines and raising some important points such as the regenerative potential of the adrenal glands, the variety of presentations, the entity of pseudo-hypoadrenalism, some pitfalls in the diagnosis, possible self-recovery and management lines.
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Physiology Background
The adrenal glands play a critical role for health, wellbeing and even for life. They act under control of other endocrine loops. The Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis (HPA) and the Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone Loop (RAA). Each adrenal gland have a cortex and medulla, and the cortex has three zones.

The adrenal cortical zones and their secretion from out to inwards:
Zona Glomerulosa (ZG)
Secrete mineralocorticoids mainly aldosterone under control of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system. The Aldosterone acts on the kidneys-distal tubes and collecting ducts-to absorb sodium and secrete potassium so its role is crucial for maintaining intravascular volume and electrolyte balance.

Zona Fasciculata (ZF)
Secrete glucocorticoids mainly cortisol under higher control of the Hypothalamus-Pituitary axis.
Cortisol is a steroid hormone essential for life and its secretion shows circadian and pulsatile ultradian pattern [1]. Being steroid hormone it can cross the cell wall to act on cytoplasmic receptors which will transfer to the nucleus to exert its action. There are two forms: cortisone which is the inactive glucocorticoid circulating mainly in a free form with no significant diurnal variation and cortisol which is mostly protein bound with marked variability in the range of free cortisol level from 1 nmol/l at the lowest up to 100 nmol/l during peak times including stress [2].

Zona reticularis secretes the adrenal gonadal hormones in particular and adrenal androgens in females. Adrenal medulla secretes catecholamines. The Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis (HPA) The pituitary gland is about 0.5-1 gm in weight located in the sella turcica and has two distinct parts anterior and posterior. About 20% of the anterior pituitary cells are corticotrophes responsible for ACTH secretion [3] under influence of the Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone (CRH) secreted from the hypothalamus. After its release the ACTH stimulates the zona fasciculata cells to secrete the glucocorticoids which would exert its action on several tissues including acting back on the hypothalamus-pituitary loop to suppress the CRH and ACTH in a very sensitive negative feedback mechanism.

Normally cortisol secretion shows significant circadian variation with the highest level early morning showing almost double the afternoon and evening levels and also secretion varies with age, weight, fat distribution and gender being higher in men than women, in old than young and with increased weight which is balanced by the increased urinary excretion (so it is not claimed to play role in body fat distribution in obese people) [4]. Action of glucocorticoids: Stress response, metabolic role (gluconeogenesis), plays role in maintaining vascular tone and immune regulation. So it is clear the crucial role of the adrenal glands through its major products glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids as a gland essential for life and so hypoadrenalism despite its rarity is really important to recognize as it is a life threatening condition.

With Pregnancy
During pregnancy one third of fetal cortisol comes from the maternal circulation but the other two thirds are secreted from the fetal adrenals that can be identified as early as 8 weeks gestation [1]. Pregnancy is associated with some endocrinologic changes including the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis which would show some upgrading with increased ACTH (that is claimed to arise from non-pituitary source). ACTH is a peptide that is derived as a sequel of cleavage of a larger precursor POMC pro-opiomelanocortin giving rise to peptides including B-endorphins, ACTH and MSH and its placental source was detected so the placenta is actually taking some of the hypothalamic functions [5-7].

Cortisol level in both forms total and free will increase substantially but still maintaining diurnal rhythm and elevated level could be attributed to elevated level of cortisol binding protein (due to estrogen effect on the liver to increase CBG synthesis) placental synthesis of CRH and ACTH and less sensitivity of the pituitary to negative feedback effect of cortisol [8-10]. Then cortisol level will fall gradually post-partum over days.
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Mineralo-corticoids with Pregnancy

Pregnancy is associated with dramatic vascular changes showing increased cardiac output by about 25-50% with reduced vascular resistance and increased intravascular volume by about 45% and on the contrary blood pressure is reduced due to reduced peripheral resistance with increase of extracellular fluid compartment by 4-6 litres all these changes are associated with upgrading of the Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone system (RAA) where plasma renin activity increases seven folds over non pregnant level [8,11].

Regeneration Potential

After Thomson et al. [12] first described human embryonic stem cells 1998 then at 2006 a great achievement was accomplished by Shinya Yamanaka and his team which is the induction of pluripotent stem cells via introduction of transcription factors (Oct3, Sox2, KL64 and C-myC) to the genome of well differentiated cells to reset its genetic set up back to stem cell status with pluri potency potential which is known as IPSc (Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells) [13]. Other teams successfully did reprogramming of the already differentiated cells(specialized cells) such as skin fibroblast to resume stemness properties via using other combination of transcription factors so that these cells will have again the capability to differentiate into any cell type (ectoderm, endoderm or mesoderm cell type). So the question was raised about the potential of tissues to regenerate after injury?

The adrenals were subject for studies to elicit its regeneration potential but still available studies are laboratory based and no available clinical studies yet. The adrenal cortex found to have a continuous renewal driven by hormonal stimulation and a lineage conversion to maintain its function so functional ZG cells differentiate into ZF cell type. This lineage conversion is dependent on the steroidogenic factor-1(SF-1) and its absence hindered ability of ZG cells to differentiate into ZF cells [14]. Animal studies also showed ZF cells still maintained despite complete deletion of SF-1 and it was concluded that ZF have other resources to give renewal such as presumed progenitor ZF stem cells known as progenitor cells or stem cells in the sub-capsular area that can bypass the ZG status and give rise to ZF cell type [14]. So basically the adrenal cortex is a very dynamic and plastic organ [14] working in conjunction with and under control of other hormonal loops to maintain life with a reasonable regeneration reserve.

Adrenal Insufficiency (A.I.)

Adrenal insufficiency is a rare disorder with reported incidence in some studies 0.44 per 100,000 population per year [15].

Etiology

Primary: When the adrenals do not secrete adequate amounts of cortisol despite adequate ACTH secretion. The commonest cause recently is autoimmune destruction of the adrenals (autoimmune adrenalitis)including humeral and cell mediated autoimmune process resulting in Addison disease particularly due to T&8 lymphocytes against the steroid synthetic system and anti 25-hydroxylase which was found in more than 80% of cases [15-17].

Associations in primary adrenal insufficiency: Association of adrenal insufficiency with HLA class II DR3-DQ2/DRB1*0404-DQ8 genotype was found and its presence predicted early onset [15,18]. Also familial trend found in 10% of cases and first degree relatives have increased risk of adrenal insufficiency. Also association with other autoimmune conditions found in about two thirds of cases with the thyroid disease accounting for the highest association both thyrotoxicosis and hypothyroid [15,18]. In some studies significant association of adrenal insufficiency found with celiac disease and vice versa so they recommended for patients with either condition to check for the other [19,20].

The Biological reserve: It is clear that most if not all vital functions have reasonably good reserve to maintain function and life even if some loss takes place. Due to this usual trend of great reserve once de-compensation takes place means that the reserve is no longer able to withstand the needs. Same principle applies here where the adrenal insufficiency usually starts to manifest if most of the adrenal cortisol secreting cells are damaged (almost 90% of cells are lost) [21].

It is important at this point to show that the process of autoimmune adrenalitis -which is the commonest cause of A.I.- the de-compensation would go through four phases till becomes clinically overt [18]:
- Increased plasma renin activity with normal/low aldosterone (stage 1).
- Low cortisol response after i.v. administration of ACTH (stage 2).
- Increased ACTH (stage 3).
- Low basal cortisol (stage 4).

May be that is why the diagnosis sometimes delayed or even challenging. This autoimmune adrenal insufficiency could be isolated or part of a wider spectrum of poly-endocrine immune insufficiency where there are other co-existing conditions. There are two types of well described poly-endocrine insufficiency:

Type I starts in pediatric age inherited as autosomal recessive disorder involving the AIRE gene on chromosome 21 [22]. This would manifest with hypo-Para-thyroidism, hypogonadism, pernicious anemia and chronic candida infection.

Type II in children and young adults known as Schmidt syndrome shows autosomal inheritance with variable penetrance [23]. This would manifest with hypo-adrenalism, hypothyroid, diabetes mellitus and occasionally vitiligo [21].

Non Immune Causes of Primary Adrenal Insufficiency

T.B which was the commonest cause in the past found in the majority of autopsies of adrenal insufficiency cases but today this is greatly replaced with other causes in particular the autoimmune process.

Malignant cell infiltrate of the adrenals. But it was found that in most cases of adrenal infiltration with malignant cells still residual adrenal tissue is capable of maintaining needs even with stress [21,24]; chronic infections such as Fungal infection e.g. histoplasmosis and paracoccidiomycosis in endemic areas [25]. And others such as syphilis and African trypanosomiasis.

For HIV, adrenal insufficiency usually related to other illnesses such as infections and malignancy. Vascular events: adrenal infarction due to hemorrhage or adrenal vein thrombosis were reported as causes of acute adrenal in-sufficiency particularly in cases with sepsis such as meningococcemia known as Waterhouse-Fridrichsen syndrome but this is reported also with other bacterial infections such as pseudomonas, pneumococci, neis seria gonorrhea, E. coli and hemophilus influenza. Also adrenal hemorrhage was reported to be related to cases with acute major illness causing adrenal stress such as burn and cerebrovascular accidents in particular patients taking anticoagulants [26]. In a review report thromboembolism, coagulopathy and postoperative status were...
the major risk factors for adrenal hemorrhage and what makes things more difficult is the presentation as it would manifest with abdominal pain, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, fever, disturbed conscious level and abdominal rigidity as well as other laboratory findings such as drop of hemoglobin so it would mimic presentation of acute abdomen [27]. Other reports showed thrombocytopenia including Heparin Induced Thrombocytopenia (HIT), heparin exposure more than three days and sepsis are the most significant and independent risk factors for bilateral adrenal hemorrhage [28].

Drugs: Drugs that inhibit steroid synthesis are claimed to play role for adrenal insufficiency but usually the compensatory mechanisms such as increased ACTH or remnant partial enzyme activity makes the adrenal suppression not significant but it could be clinically manifest in case of predisposed patients (those with underlying abnormal adrenal function). These drugs include ketoconazole, fluconazole, metyrapone, suramin [29], phenytoin [30] and rifampicin [31]. Rifampicin in particular was reported to precipitate addisonian crisis in patients with adrenal insufficiency well controlled on cortisol supplement and so it is recommended to at least double the steroid replacement in adrenal insufficiency cases on start of rifampicin [31].

**Pseudohypoadrenalism**

This entity is known in the literature as functional adrenal insufficiency. During severe illness about 24% of cases has decreased cortisol levels [32]. The underlying mechanism is not fully understood but there are some possibilities:-The effect of cytokines and inflammatory mediators on the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal system This hypothesis is supported by animal studies that showed role for IL-6 on the HPA. It was demonstrated that in stressed IL-6 transgenic mice the ACTH secretion was either steady or reduced - which is the case in clinical practice - while adrenal corticosteroids and AVP levels elevated [33]. So there is some sort of depression of the hypothalamus-pituitary system with blunting of the ACTH response after long standing ACTH secretagogue stimulation in addition to possible steroid inhibition feedback effect [33]. IL-1 may also contribute to the modulation of the HPA because there is concurrent IL-1a/b mRNA expression with the transgenic IL-6 expression [33].

Here we need to draw attention that this hypothesis is actually very close to the proposed mechanism for sick thyroid syndrome. In sick euthyroid syndrome cytokines in particular IL-1, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor TNF-alpha and interferon-beta are proposed to act on hypothalamus-pituitary to suppress secretion of TRH and TSH [34].

Another finding in animal studies: adrenal glands in animals subjected to shock status showed areas of necrosis [35]. This finding is related to structural changes of the gland mostly related to interrupted blood supply during shock as part of global hypo-perfusion. This could be involved in the pathogenesis of this transient status of hypo-adrenalsim in critically ill patients and the gland through its regenerative potential with lineage conversion and cell renewal process recovers function after resolution of the underlying illness.

This entity was further evaluated in a study focused on cortisol level-both total and free forms-in critically ill patients. The study started from the point that cortisol is highly protein bound almost 90% and mostly to CBG (cortisol binding globulin) [1] and critical illness could be associated with hypo-albuminuria and hypoproteinemia so the matter of hypocortisolemia may be related to way of measurement rather than true hypoadrenalsim.

The results showed that about 40% of cases of apparently hypoadrenalsim during critical illness actually had normal adrenal function and this pseudohypoadrenalsim was due to hypoalbuminemia so it is recommended to check free cortisol level rather than the total cortisol before start steroid replacement [36]. So pathogenesis of this entity could be multifactorial involving cytokines and inflammatory mediators effect on the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, transient interruption of blood supply to the adrenal glands and effect of hypoproteinemia on the bound cortisol levels.

Also possibility of hypoadrenalsim as part of hypopituitarism is there through down grading of the entire HPA axis and this possibility is supported by the finding of low thyroxin, cortisol and gonadotropins in some critical illness cases which recovered to normal after stabilization of the acute status [37] but further studies are required to find out clear correlation of this entity of hypoadrenalsim in critical illness with sick euthyroid syndrome and deficiency of other pituitary hormones.

**Management**

Low cortisol level in a percent of critically ill patients in addition to the known cortisol role as a potent anti-inflammatory raised the concern of use of steroids in such patients and if any morbidity or mortality benefit?

The pharmacologic doses of steroids (defined as hydrocortisone exceeding 300 mg/d) did not improve prognosis in severe sepsis, actually increased mortality related to secondary infection was found in the subgroup of patients with acute renal failure (creatinine exceeding 2 mg/dl) [38].

But some promising results in a small study showed significant improvement with less vasopressor requirements in critically ill patients after physiologic doses of steroids(hydrocortisone 100-300 mg/d) [39].

The interesting point in this study is that cosyntropin test showed cortisol levels higher than classic hypo-adrenal states so the authors concluded a functional hypoadrenalsim in these multisystem critically ill patients rather than true hypoadrenalsim state [39]. So no benefit from pharmacologic cortisol doses but physiologic doses of cortisol could be beneficial [32].

So the term pseudohypoadrenalism is more appropriate because it is not true hypoadrenalism but actually it is a transient phenomenon related to extra adrenal events in addition to the method of cortisol level estimation that would be misleading due to hypoproteinemia.

From the previous facts routine screening for adrenal insufficiency during critical illness is not recommended but clinicians should consider steroid replacement with physiologic doses in certain situations such as: persistent hypotension, fever for no good reason or difficult weaning from ventilator. Still further studies are required to standardize this approach and collect morbidity and mortality data [32,35].

**Secondary/tertiary adrenal insufficiency**

This may take place due to several reasons such as trauma, surgical excision of parts of hypothalamus or pituitary, tumors such as pituitary adenomas - the most common craniopharyngioma-or metastases, infiltrate with sarcoïdosis, Langerhans cell hisciocytosis, radiation, abrupt withdrawal of steroids after long term use including forms of cortisol other than oral or injection such as inhalers and creams (particularly if large area and frequent use), severe interruption of blood supply of the pituitary such as in Sheehan syndrome [40-42]. Cases of traumatic brain injury and subarachnoid hemorrhage also may show evidence of hypopituitarism [43].

Hemochromatosis both hereditary and secondary can cause...
primary or secondary adrenal failure due to iron deposition in adrenals or pituitary respectively [40].

Some reports about isolated ACTH deficiency including autoimmune hypophysitis which is a rare entity and challenging to diagnose [44–46]. It is important to note that in secondary and tertiary hypoadrenalism mineralocorticoid secretion is still active as the zona glomerulosa is still responsive to renin-angiotensin system [8].

Presentation

The adrenal insufficiency usually presents with non-specific symptoms of fatigue, generalized weakness, loss of appetite and weight loss that is progressing gradually. Skin pigmentation due to increased synthesis of pro-opiomelanocortin which is a prohormone that is cleaved to smaller peptides such as ACTH and MSH (Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone) which acts on Melanocortin Receptor 1 (MC-1R) [47,48], leading to skin pigmentation that affects exposed and non-exposed areas and more pronounced in scars and skin creases but this pigmentation will be absent in secondary and tertiary hypoadrenalism due to ACTH deficiency and also exceptionally absent in some cases of primary hypoadrenalism. The pigmentation severity may vary from light tanning to marked generalized pigmentation particularly in extensor areas and more pronounced in scars and skin creases but this pigmentation will be absent in secondary and tertiary hypoadrenalism due to ACTH deficiency and also exceptionally absent in some cases of primary hypoadrenalism. The pigmentation severity may vary from light tanning to marked generalized pigmentation particularly extensor surfaces, creases and mucosa at the dental-gingival margin [49] and this variability in pigmentation severity could be attributed to the duration of exposure and/or level of ACTH elevation.

Electrolyte disturbance in the form hyponatremia and hyperkalemia that is mainly due to mineralocorticoid deficiency. Sometimes show dramatic changes with marked hyponatremia and significantly elevated potassium but some cases show just subtle alteration from normal. Also this electrolyte disturbance may be absent in secondary and tertiary A.I due to still intact renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system.

Hypotension may be a cardinal finding on first encounter with A.I particularly in addisonian crisis cases. But this is not an absolute finding actually it could be just postural hypotension and occasionally hypotension may not be evident till shock takes place. Hypotension is attributed to volume depletion secondary to anorexia and also effect of steroid depletion on epinephrine synthesis and the negative effect on vascular tone and adaptation to stress [50] and effect of mineralocorticoid deficiency on salt and water renal loss. At this point we want to draw attention to known cases with hypertension that become well controlled off medications with no good reason for that e.g. no significant lifestyle modification that could justify for controlling blood pressure without medications. This aborted hypertension should raise the possibility of adrenal insufficiency.

Increased sensitivity to insulin in diabetics and hypoglycemia in non-diabetics could be encountered as part of the A.I manifestations due to loss of glucocorticoid effect on gluconeogenesis. Cases of thyroid replacement therapy as a sort of metabolic stress-shifting from hypometabolic to eumetabolic status - with treatment of hypothyroidism may uncover adrenal insufficiency to become clinically overt. Of the presentations reported in the literature: abdominal pain, chest pain, fever, abdominal tenderness that could be related to underlying sepsis that was reported in autoimmune endocrinopathies. So it is recommended to consider A.I in any case with unexplained abdominal pain [51,52]. Fever particularly in post-operative situations A.I is part of the differential diagnosis but in such case underlying infection should be carefully investigated. Adrenal androgen insufficiency in particular females below age of 40 years would report dry skin, loss of libido, loss of pubic and axillary hair. This is due to adrenal DHEA(S) (Dehydroepiandrosterone Sulfate) deficiency [41,53].

After major trauma there is reported association of adrenal insufficiency after major trauma requiring ICU admission and mechanical ventilation but injury is not an independent predictor of adrenal insufficiency. So it is recommended to consider adrenal insufficiency after major injury [54] but this entity could be due to the pseudohypoadrenalism that we discussed earlier. In the literature also reported cases of auricular cartilage calcification in adrenal insufficiency. This could be related to transient hypercalcemia but the pathogenesis is not clear [55].

Psychiatric Manifestations

Of the presentations that should be considered in adrenal insufficiency because of its remarkable impact on the patient. As in other endocrinopathies psychiatric disorders are part of the spectrum of presentations. In Adrenal insufficiency psychiatric disorders are uncommon but well reported. Actually it could be the first presenting and even the only manifestation. The spectrum of psychiatric disorders associated with A.I is wide including mood and behavioral changes such as depressed mood, apathy, cognitive impairment and poor academic performance. Behavioral disorders, irritability up to psychotic manifestations, and rarely catatonia and self-mutilation [56–58]. In such psychiatric presentation it is really challenging to diagnose but usually there are some clues that suggest or guide the clinician to consider evaluating for A.I like low BP, pigmentation or electrolyte disturbance but sometimes resistance to psychiatric drugs is the only clue to re-consider the diagnosis. The underlying pathogenesis for such neuropsychiatric manifestations in A.I is not clearly identified, but it could be due to:

The underlying cause that may affect the brain as well as other organs such as T.B., fungal infection, metastatic malignancy, HIV, syphilis or adrenoleucodystrophy. Adrenoleucodystrophy is an X-linked disorder due to VLCFA (very long chain fatty acid accumulation) mainly affects adrenals, brain and gonads and presents during childhood [57,59].

The electrolyte and fluid status disturbance such as hyponatremia and hypovolemia; contribute to the neuropsychiatric manifestations of the adrenal insufficiency. In animal studies adrenalectomy without replacement therapy resulted in selective granule cell loss in the hippocampus and adequate supplement with corticosteroids salvaged the granule cells so the investigators concluded the importance of corticosteroids to maintain integrity of dentate gyrus granule cells in normal brain [57,58,60,61]. Also animal studies showed that glucocorticoid deficiency has negative effect on the prefrontal cortex with impairment of the working memory through reduction of dopamine release and up regulation of D1 receptors [62]. Another postulated mechanism for A.I neuropsychiatric disorders is the increased endorphins secondary to increased synthesis of POMC (pro-opiomelanocortin) as a precursor of other smaller peptides including endorphins. As and endorphins were shown to be elevated in CSF of some schizophrenia cases but still this theory is candidate for further studies [57].

Emergency Presentation

Some cases may present for the first instance with a life threatening acute hypoadrenalism known as addisonian crisis usually precipitated by stress such as infection and this would manifest with shock state including hypotension dizziness and may be fainting and this crisis could be life threatening if not treated promptly. One of the catastrophic presentations of adrenal insufficiency is as part of pituitary apoplexy syndrome when acute pituitary infarction takes place. Presents with acute severe headache, visual impairment and meningism and it is
mostly secondary to hemorrhagic infarction of a pituitary tumor [63].

During pregnancy:

Pregnancy is a normal presentation of abnormal physiology. Our concern here is the HPA axis and RAA system which are physiologically upgraded with elevated levels of ACTH, cortisol and aldosterone. The adrenal insufficiency despite importance of the diagnosis there is potential to be delayed due to overlapping presentations between the physiologic symptoms such as nausea, vomiting and abdominal pains and pathologic manifestations of A.I but if persistent symptoms and electrolyte disturbance clinicians should consider to work up the diagnosis of A.I. Postpartum period in particular is a risky period for uncovering the A.I and this could be attributed to loss of placental/fetal cortisol production [8]. Causes of A.I in pregnancy are same causes as in non-pregnant. Overall the A.I has a wide variety of presentations so it is clear why the diagnosis sometimes substantially delayed and it is recommended for the clinicians to keep low threshold for considering and investigating for such important diagnosis once raised as a possibility according to the clinical scenario.

Diagnosis

The clinical presentation will guide to just suspect the diagnosis. Electrolytes may act as pointers to the diagnosis (low sodium, elevated potassium) but the gold standard to make diagnosis as in other endocrine disorders is the dynamic tests.

ACTH stimulation

Due to the circadian rhythm of cortisol secretion normally the morning cortisol level is higher than the late afternoon and evening levels [64] also it is expected in stress situations to get cortisol level elevated. If suspecting A.I: In terms of absolute figures basal morning cortisol level less than (3 mcg/l or 80 nmol/l) is very suggestive of the diagnosis and more than (19 mcg/l or 524 nmol/l) can rule out the diagnosis [65] but many patients will come to the grey zone in between these two extremes so further evaluation is warranted. While during acute illness with suspected A.I cortisol level less than 250 nmol/l with elevated ACTH level is considered diagnostic of primary A.I [66]. So it is recommended to check both cortisol and ACTH levels but if non-conclusive proceed with synacthen test [66].

Short synacthen test

Short synacthen test as a provocation test to figure out the adrenal response to ACTH stimulation. It is reasonably sensitive and reliable if appropriately utilized and it has the advantage of safety and simplicity as it is done on outpatient basis but with some limitations that would be discussed later. ACTH 250 mcg injected IV or IM then cortisol level is estimated before injection (zero time) then 30-60 minutes after.

Before interpretation of the results an important question actually is to define the normal level of cortisol. This point proved to be not straightforward as studies showed great variability between normal subjects and the distribution was non Gaussian. Also significant differences in the normal response to cosyntropin stimulation were differences in the normal response to cosyntropin stimulation were encountered including differences between the two genders (where females show higher response levels after cosyntropin injection) [67]. Even significant differences were found just due to different cortisol assay methods [67]. So interpretation of the test results should take these points into consideration and interpretation of results should refer to the local laboratory references.

Some studies reported comparable results between the small dose cosyntropin 1 mcg and that of 250 mcg [54] but this small dose is not widely available.

Limitation of this test: If the test done early (within four weeks) in the course of secondary and/or tertiary A.I the adrenal glands may still give adequate response with normal cortisol level post cosyntropin injection and this is due to residual cortisol secretagogues as it takes time to get sufficient adrenal atrophy after lack of ACTH stimulation [41].

Insulin tolerance test

This test is considered the most reliable test for assessment of the hypothalamo-hypophysial-adrenal axis [9]. It should be considered in case of suspected secondary adrenal insufficiency, failed synacthen test, patients already on steroid therapy or in case of acute pituitary injury(within two weeks) [68-70].

Limitations: The test is contraindicated in ischemic heart disease and history of seizures. Also should be done in a well observed environment because of potential risk of seizures or fainting due to hypoglycemia. In case of seizures with hypoglycemia-surely the test should be interrupted immediately with immediate resuscitation with IV dextrose-but blood samples at that time -if could be collected-would be very informative as the stress was very significant.

Metyrapone test

Metyrapone blocks the final step in cortisol synthesis [71]. Some reports suggest metyrapone test as a valuable test to evaluate the entire hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis in particular secondary adrenal insufficiency cases [71] as an alternative to insulin tolerance test but this test is not widely available.

Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone (CRH) test

The CRH is a hypothalamic hormone regulates the pituitary ACTH secretion. This test was advocated to differentiate secondary from tertiary adrenal insufficiency but it is also not widely available [72].

An important item that should not be overlooked during the process of diagnosis of A.I is to look for the underlying cause. The underlying cause could raise possibility of other comorbidities that should be addressed on its own for instance in autoimmune adrenalitis it may be associated with other autoimmune diseases or if A.I caused by infection it should receive the appropriate antimicrobial therapy. Also the diagnosis would be of value for other family members because of the familial trend of the autoimmune A.I.

At this point of work up it may be helpful to find a clue from the imaging studies that may guide the diagnosis. One study looked at different CT findings in A.I and if any correlation between CT imaging findings of the adrenals and the underlying diagnosis. More than 80% of the adrenals were enlarged in case of insufficiency due to infiltration with malignant cells or T.B (within the first two years of infection) and about 50% of T.B. cases showed adrenal calcification. While all cases of idiopathic Addison disease showed small or even undetectable adrenals and no calcification [73,74].

Pitfalls in the diagnosis

These are points we want to draw attention of clinicians to them:

- Keep in mind the entity of pseudohypoadrenalism (functional adrenal insufficiency)in which the cortisol level is less than expected which is encountered in critically ill patients and in good percent of cases. It is due to decreased cortisol binding globulin level with normal free cortisol and in some patients due to some sort of downgrading of
all vital organs including the pituitary-adrenal axis and usually recovers after stabilization of the patient with no benefit from treatment with pharmacologic cortisol.

- Pigmentation as a cardinal sign of adrenal insufficiency is absent in secondary and tertiary A.I and some primary adrenal insufficiency cases.

- In secondary adrenal insufficiency response to ACTH test could be adequate if the test done early-defined as within four weeks-in the course of illness so that in such case no enough time for significant adrenal atrophy to take place [41].

- The first presentation could be misleading as in case of neuropsychiatric disorders so clinicians and psychiatrists should be aware that A.I could present with mood and/or behavioral changes.

- First presentation with shock and fever that would be diagnosed as septic shock. Definitely we have to address the infectious possibility but if in doubt we have also to address the possibility of A.I till investigate properly later on.

- In post-operative cases A.I may present with abdominal pain with acute drop of hemoglobin and fever so it is part of the differential diagnosis of acute abdomen particularly if ruled out other causes.

**Treatment**

The treatment is based on glucocorticoid with or without mineralocorticoid replacement. The recommended dose usually 15-25 mg hydrocortisone/day in 2-3 divided doses which is equivalent to the physiologic daily synthesis of cortisol 15.7 mg hydrocortisone/day in 2-3 divided doses which is equivalent to the mineralocorticoid replacement. The recommended dose usually 15-25 mg hydrocortisone/day which is equivalent to the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal system [82]. So we cannot adjust cortisol doses based on ACTH level. Also ACTH monitoring is totally invalid as a follow up test in secondary and tertiary A.I. The serum cortisol day curves were also proposed as a monitoring method but it did not prove to be a reliable way to monitor the replacement therapy. Also BMD (bone mineral density) assessment was shown normal in all subjects so it is not indicated to monitor BMD in A.I patients on treatment unless other indication for that according to the clinical situation [83].

Monitoring of A.I patients should be done at least annually with evaluation of general status, wellbeing, appetite, weight, activity, blood pressure and electrolytes. In pan hypopituitarism cortisol replacement should start prior to thyroid hormone replacement as thyroid hormone supplement without adequate glucocorticoid supplement may precipitate adrenal decompensation and even crisis.

In case of stress such as infections, trauma, surgery there is physiologic response to stress by upgrading the action of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis to increase hormones of stress including ACTH and cortisol [84] so it is recommended to increase the replacement dose by double or even triple to mimic the physiologic changes and meet the stress requirements.

**Patients planned for surgery**

High dose cortisol replacement was the trend but actually this concept has been challenged in one report that reviewed the available data and recommended against high dose cortisol replacement. They recommended to adjust the dose according to the baseline preoperative dose and the nature of surgery and anesthesia (is it minor procedure under local anesthesia versus major surgery) [85]. Actually the perioperative steroid dose management is discussed elsewhere and beyond the scope of this article we just recommend expert handling in case of established adrenal insufficiency undergoing surgery.

DHEA replacement : is not well standardized approach and not routinely recommended [66]. Some endocrinologists suggested it for women with A.I to counteract the hypo androgenic state if still well-being is a concern despite adequate glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid replacement. But apart from this target studies done to figure out if such DHEA supplement may have positive protective effect on endothelial function or lipid profile but results did not show any favorable effect [86] even some reports denoted unfavorable effects on the lipid profile as it decreased the HDL level [87].

**During pregnancy**

Diagnosis and treatment of A.I during pregnancy is of paramount importance for mother and fetus, albeit it is not routine to screen for A.I but it depends on clinical presentation. Pregnant with history of adrenal surgery should be monitored carefully and replacement treatment should not depend on symptoms even asymptomatic cases may be offered treatment as the outcome may be catastrophic [88]. Doses of hydrocortisone will remain same till third trimester to be increased by 2.5-10 mg/d going with normal physiologic changes of increased...
free cortisol third trimester [89] also fluocortisones dose should be increased in late pregnancy and monitoring would be based on clinical assessment including salt craving, blood pressure monitoring and electrolytes but not plasma renin activity as it is physiologically elevated in late pregnancy [89]. During labor 100 mg I.V hydro-cortisone should be given and repeat every 6 hours if necessary also oral dose should be doubled for 1-2 days post-partum [89].

Adrenal crisis

A life threatening condition with shock state that should be treated immediately. Waiting for confirmatory tests is inappropriate and clinicians should consider immediate volume expansion with I.V saline and I.V steroid preferably dexamethasone. It is better avoid hydrocortisone and cortisone -if possible- to give room for later evaluation of adrenal function as dexamethasone will not interfere with cortisol assays but still it would suppress ACTH release. If hydrocortisone is the available form; 100 mg hydrocortisone I.V immediately followed by 100 mg IV Q 6-8 hrs. till stabilization of hemodynamic status [89]. In acute situations LM cortisone acetate should be avoided [90] as it is inactive form. Again clinicians should not overlook treatment of the underlying cause.

Self-recovery

Some cases of adrenal dysfunction due to T.B were reported to recover adrenal function after successful treatment of T.B. [91] but other reports on the other hand challenged this concept and denoted that adrenal function did not show any recovery within 2-5 years of follow up [92-96]. There is report also about adrenal function recovery after prolonged treatment of fungal infection [25]. Cases post traumatic brain injury and subarachnoid hemorrhage showing evidence of hypopituitarism some of them do recover with time [43]. It seems that to recover function or not depends on the degree of damage affected the adrenals which also depends on how early is the diagnosis and how effective is the treatment.

Also the issue of recovery may be related to the self-regenerative potential of the adrenals including the lineage conversion process that may allow some regeneration and functional cell type switch from zona glomerulosa to zona fasciculata cell type under influence of hormonal stimulation [14]. This also would depend on residual functional cells in the adrenals rather than cases with marked cell loss.

Patient and family awareness

Part of the management of these patients is actually to have a medical card and wear a medical alert like bracelet indicating the diagnosis, the adrenals rather than cases with marked cell loss. Also clinicians should not depend on pointers to confirm or rule out this diagnosis. Mean by pointers the laboratory tests that are expected to show some classic changes with adrenal insufficiency such as low sodium and elevated potassium because these changes may be subtle or even absent. Short synacthen test is reasonably reliable and easily applicable test with some limitations that should be kept in mind particularly if negative results with still high clinical suspicion of the diagnosis. Clinicians should not hesitate to replace with stress dose of steroid in acute situations, because of the life threatening nature of adrenal crisis if not promptly treated, then consider formal evaluation later on. At the end want to stress on the importance of patient and family awareness of the diagnosis and emergency measures.

Summary and Recommendations

Adrenal glands play critical role for human survival, act under higher meticulous control from the hypothalamus-pituitary system and renin angiotensin system. Adrenal insufficiency could be primary (related to adrenal related cause) or secondary or tertiary (pituitary or hypothalamus related causes). Adrenal insufficiency may present with very non-specific manifestations but main features: pigmentation, hypotension that may start with postural hypotension and electrolyte disturbance with exceptions for all these cardinal findings.

Adrenal insufficiency should be considered as part of differential diagnosis for any unexplained loss of appetite and weight loss after rule out other more likely causes according to the clinical scenario.

Also clinicians should not depend on pointers to confirm or rule out this diagnosis. Mean by pointers the laboratory tests that are expected to show some classic changes with adrenal insufficiency such as low sodium and elevated potassium because these changes may be subtle or even absent. Short synacthen test is reasonably reliable and easily applicable test with some limitations that should be kept in mind particularly if negative results with still high clinical suspicion of the diagnosis. Clinicians should not hesitate to replace with stress dose of steroid in acute situations, because of the life threatening nature of adrenal crisis if not promptly treated, then consider formal evaluation later on. At the end want to stress on the importance of patient and family awareness of the diagnosis and emergency measures.
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